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Bullseye Glass
New Colors & Styles



Each glass style we make has specific performance characteristics. We recommend reading 
working notes in the About Our Glass section of bullseyeglass.com before starting any project.

Sheet Glass
It’s what we’re famous for.

Granite, Granite Ripple & Granite Herringbone Ripple 
New textured glass styles are represented below in both black and clear. 
Note: Granite Herringbone Ripple (-HR70 & -HR71) replaces Herringbone 
Ripple (-22 & -25).

Single Color
A peerless palette of complementary hues in an 
overflowing array of tried-and-true styles.

Streakies
Hand-rolled and controlled for mix consistency, 
with the organic patterning of true art glass.

Line-cast Fracture Streamers
To make it, our casters roll, pull, and fling molten 
glass. The process is quite a sight—like a mix 
between fly fishing and curling! The energy 
and movement in the resulting glass is a real 
spectacle and reflects the creative dance that 
went into making it.

Clear Seedy
A clear glass boasting an abundance of small 
“seedy” bubbles. Beloved in traditional stained 
glass and full of potential for creating depth and 
complexity in fused glass work.

Dusty Lavender Opal
000304-0030, -0050

Warm White, Light Amber
002237-0030

Clear with Green and Pink 
Fractures with Line Cast 
Green Streamers
004329-0000

Peacock Blue
001176-0030, -0050

Peacock Blue Irid
001176-0031, -0051

Granite
000100-0070 & 001101-0070

Granite Irid
000100-0071 & 001101-0071

Granite Ripple
000100-RI70 & 001101-RI70

Granite Herringbone Ripple
000100-HR70 & 001101-HR70

Granite Ripple Irid
000100-RI71 & 001101-RI71

Granite Herringbone 
Ripple Irid 
000100-HR71 & 001101-HR71

Peacock Blue, White
002176-0030

Clear with Green Fractures 
and Line Cast Green 
Streamers
004325-0000

On the cover: Clear Seedy 
sheet glass (001101-0027), 
Drop-out Ring (8631).

Clear Seedy, unfiredClear Seedy, fused
001101-0027
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Molds
Reusable ceramic molds for art glass slumping.

Round Tray, 11˝ (28 cm)*
008783-MOLD-M-EACH 
11.2˝ × 1˝ (28 × 2.5 cm)

Round Tray, 9˝ (23 cm)*
008782-MOLD-M-EACH 
9˝ × 1˝ (23 × 2.5 cm)

Round Tray, 5.25˝ (13 cm)*
008781-MOLD-M-EACH 
5.4˝ × 1˝ (14 × 2.5 cm)

Mini Cone Bowl, 5.25˝ (13 cm)*
008974-MOLD-M-EACH 
5.25˝ × 1.25˝ (13.33 × 3.17 cm)

Simple Rimless Dish, 9˝ (23 cm)*
008772-MOLD-M-EACH 
9˝ × 1.5˝ (23 × 4cm)

At top: Cone bowls 
At bottom: Nested round trays—the 13˝ round tray (8760) is also pictured in addition to our new molds.

*The measurements given here are for the outer dimensions of the molds. 



Studio Gifts
Share the love—and the color!
Put pep in someone’s step by sheer force 
of style with our Color Mugs! And to 
make any kilnformer dizzy with creative 
possibility, surprise them with our two-
sided Color Wheel! (Note: these effects 
still hold when the gifts are for yourself.)

Bullseye Glass Color Wheel
9.5˝ (24 cm) diameter 
008786-TECH-M-EACH

Bullseye Color Mug
3.5˝ ×  3.875˝  (8.9 × 9.8 cm) diameter
Green 
007146-MUG-M-EACH
Pink 
007147-MUG-M-EACH
Blue 
007148-MUG-M-EACH
Purple 
007149-MUG-M-EACH 
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